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Abstract In this paper we elaborate on using social networking mechanisms to cre-
ate incentives that increase active participation of users in the process of collecting
data for urban sensing campaigns and involve them in the process of sharing and
processing the data. This results in a tension between the resulted social translu-
cence and our efforts to offer anonymous submission of reports from mobile phones.
We investigate specifically three research challenges: the identification of users at
the network layer, the revocation of misbehaving anonymous users and the accumu-
lation of reputation based on user’s contributions.

1 Introduction

The emergence of GPS-capable mobile devices in combination with the wide adop-
tion of mobile phones and the spread of the Web 2.0 paradigm on the Web recently
created the right conditions for a new ecosystem of mobile services. Automatically
geo-referenced user generated content can now be created anytime, anywhere and
shared on the Internet, where the assembled information is aggregated and inter-
preted. In parallel, other sensors besides geo-location chips, such as camera, gyro-
scope, light sensor or accelerometer started becoming more and more prevalent in
mobile devices carried by billions of people. As a result, user generated content has
been extended to sensed data of the urban environment. Turning users to creators,
custodians, actuators, and publishers of the data they collect, provided a unique
chance to create a substrate for widespread public participation in data collection
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and the chance to create collective intelligence systems to address urban-scale prob-
lems, like air pollution, noise, traffic, etc.

Such systems, often referred to as urban sensing or people-centric sensing [1]
systems, come to complement previous efforts to deploy wireless sensor networks to
sense our environment and extend our possibilities by taking advantage of the large
scale of sensors already existing on our hands. However, the involvement of people
in the process opens up new challenges; with the mobile device gathering sensor
data from user’s immediate environment and deriving user context, privacy concerns
are rightfully raised. Over the last years there is an increasing public awareness
of privacy and several studies present convincing data that such concerns have an
impact on people’s acceptability and adoption of these new technologies.

Then, how can scientists motivate people to adopt this new technology and par-
ticipate, offering their sensing capabilities? Indeed some consumers are willing to
sacrifice privacy for benefits they value [2], as for example personalized services that
current location-based services (LBSs) offer. The success of people-centric sensing,
however, depends on the willingness of volunteers to devote their time to help with
the data collection task, like many crowd-sourcing services on the web, without di-
rect benefits. Therefore, retaining their privacy becomes an even more prominent
requirement for such projects.

Protecting privacy would not be enough to guarantee people’s participation. Cur-
rently, many urban sensing projects call people to participate in projects with the
goal to collect environmental data to a server. These calls have been, to put it po-
litely, only moderately successful. The focus of research should be extended to in-
vestigate how we can make people involve more actively in urban sensing projects.
In the first part of this paper, we elaborate on the utilization of social networks to-
wards this goal. In particular, social networks can provide excellent tools to recruit
more people in sensing campaigns, give them incentives to actively participate, as
well as enable them to debate about the data and take actions. Overall, we argue that
social translucence within online communities can provide many benefits for urban
sensing projects. Social translucence is a term proposed by Erickson and Kellogg [3]
to refer to “digital systems that support coherent behavior by making participants
and their activities visible to one another”.

However, interestingly enough, there is a vital tension between the above two key
factors: on one hand preserving privacy and on the other hand offering social translu-
cence. In the second part of this paper, we investigate three research problems that
emerge from this tension. In particular, we allow users to report location-specific
sensor data, while preserving at the same time their anonymity. That is, all data sent
to the service provider do not include any identifying information of the sender. The
first challenge we explore is how we can prevent an attacker from using network-
level identifiers to infer the identity of users. Then we move to the data layer and
discuss how to address the problem of revoking users, who are covered behind their
anonymity to misbehave against the system. Finally, we investigate how to enable
users to accumulate reputation points for their public profiles.
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2 Utilizing Social Networks

Currently there is an increasing number of mobile sensing applications that focus on
individuals and target to deliver a service back to them, for instance computing their
daily exposure to pollution, keeping track of their exercise activities, dietary habits,
etc. Some of these services, like CenceMe [4], allow users to share this information
through social networks. However, besides self-reflective projects, urban sensing
also targets community-based ones, where users do not have a direct benefit from
offering their sensing possibilities, but they are rather motivated by a common cause
or interest, similar to the participative paradigm of Web 2.0. Let’s take for example
NoiseTube [5], which enables citizens to measure their personal exposure to noise
in their environment and share this information to produce a collective noise map.

We share this vision of a sensor data-sharing infrastructure, where people and
their mobile phone devices provide their collected data streams in accessible ways
to third parties interested in integrating and remixing the data for a specific pur-
pose/campaign. This new personal measurement instruments can enable an entirely
novel and empowering genre of research in citizen science [6, 7] and urban planning.
Paulos has recently framed some important questions within four core components
of citizen science: collect, express, share and change [8].

Current research projects on urban sensing concentrate mostly on collection and
expression of sensor data: which types of environmental or human conditions should
we sense for a given campaign and how much should users be actually involved in
the process of reporting the data? How can collected data best be represented and
experienced? Here we emphasize on the last two components, namely share and
change, as they are relatively unexplored and pose the biggest challenge:

• Share – How will collected data be shared? What practices of individual owner-
ship will be appropriate and how will privacy be addressed? How can data best
be shared with non-experts, urban planers, decision and policy makers, etc.?

• Change – What tools or frameworks best invite and encourage active participa-
tion? What tools and techniques will facilitate the most productive debate and
ultimate positive social benefit?

The existing dynamics in social networks and online communities in general,
which have found wide adoption in the Internet during the past years, is a promising
direction to answer the above questions. That is, through social networks, we can
involve people not only in the process of data collection, but also in sharing and
acting on the data. The citizens who interact with the physical environment and
contribute the data are also the members of social networking groups and therefore
citizens participate in the complete life-cycle of the data.

Here we refer to social networks not so much as an individual-centered service,
but more as a group-centered one and therefore as a way to form online commu-
nities. Indeed, social networking platforms, like Facebook, offer the tools to form
groups not necessarily based on personal relationships, but rather on common inter-
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ests 1. Below we elaborate on some specific benefits that social networking mecha-
nisms can offer to urban sensing campaigns.

Recruitment

Recruitment of participants in urban sensing campaigns will be a determinant factor
for the success of their outcome. The organizers of campaigns, either being com-
munity groups or simply motivated individuals, should be able to attract interested
and well-suited participants for a campaign, based on the needs and specifications of
the case they want to make. Taking advantage of the dynamics in social-networking
websites can offer urban sensing projects a powerful tool to recruit such participants.

In particular, social networks can enable organizers to identify and reach well-
suited participants for data collections based on their geographic availability as well
as their interests and habits. Indeed, urban sensing projects are usually initiated for
a specific geographic area and refer to people with specific sensitivities. Public in-
formation on their profiles could be a selective criterion to contact specific people
(or even whole groups) and invite them to participate. The number of previous cam-
paigns undertaken and the success of a participant in them (i.e. his reputation) can
also form a selection criterion [9].

Social networks also incorporate mechanisms that allow existing participants to
invite their friends to join a group, or see what their friends are doing (which group
they joined, in which groups they are most active), etc. This creates a “word of
mouth” that can help a campaign reach the desirable number of volunteers.

Participation

We separate between getting people to join an urban sensing campaign and getting
them to actually participate. Why should those who can produce the sensing data
take the time to engage in such interactions? Why should they wish to? What ben-
efits would they gain that might compensate them for their efforts? In most cases,
urban sensing projects call users to volunteer and offer the sensing capabilities of
their mobile devices without getting any immediate return.

The sense of community is known to be a motivation for contribution to online
communities. Kollock becomes more specific and he outlines three motivations that
do not just rely on altruistic behavior on the part of the contributor: anticipated
reciprocity, increased recognition and sense of efficacy [10]. From those, perhaps
the most important and most relevant to urban sensing is the fact that individuals
desire some sort of recognition for their contributions. This is related to having
some kind of online identity, basically a public profile, on which a person can build
a reputation and receive attention.

1 While on online communities people usually use pseudonyms, in social networks they usually
use profiles corresponding to their actual identities. However, nothing stops users from building
fake profiles, so here we treat both as online identities and we do not differentiate between social
networks and online communities.
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Translating that for our scenario, a user, after submitting a report from his mobile
phone, is given a reputation point. Reputation points assigned to each user sum up
to create that user’s reputation value. In addition, reputation values are public and
appear on the public profile of that user to express the degree of his/her contribution
to the sensing campaign.

Acting on the data

Involving people in the data collection process will unavoidably create problems
connected to the behavior of these people. As Paulos put it, we need to “design for
doubt” and address the range of potential underlying possibilities for sensor failures
and user errors, both accidental and malicious in intent [8].

First, some data are more useful than others. Consider the case we are inter-
ested in forwarding the collected data to the authorities, responsible in taking actions
based on them. An example could be that people report a problem from the urban
environment (e.g. a dangerous pothole on a road surface), so that proper authorities
(e.g. the relevant road agency) can take actions. However, these authorities will be
reluctant to evaluate the amount of collected data. Some sort of pre-evaluation or
filtering could happen from users themselves to decide on which of this data action
is imperative. Let us note here that direct evaluation of data by users is not always
possible (e.g. how can users evaluate submitted noise levels?), so the process should
also be supported by some tools and algorithms at a lower level. Social networks
also offer a very easy and open way for users to debate about the data, which could
result in some social actions directly by the citizens.

3 Emerging Privacy Issues

Using a cellphone for collecting information from the environment and tagging them
with time and GPS data, could be used to infer a lot of personal information, in-
cluding the user’s identity. This problem is often termed location privacy. Knowing
when a particular person was at a particular point in time can be used to infer the
personal activities, habits, political views, health status, profession and social inter-
actions of that person. However, the so-called profiling is not the only threat. The
location of a user could be exploited for unsolicited advertising, in order to provide
advertisements of products and services available to the user’s position. Physical at-
tacks or harassment is also another threat of knowing a person’s current or favorite
location. Location information is therefore in many cases a particularly sensitive
piece of personal data and people have now started to realize more and more the
need for location privacy.

However, from our discussion so far, it is evident that in order to take urban
sensing one step further, we need to introduce some kind of social translucence,
which will allow users to make their contributions visible to the online community.
As Erickson and Kellogg mention in their work, we speak of socially translucent
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Fig. 1 Submitting de-identified data from a mobile phone does not preserve the anonymity of the
custodian, as many identifiers are involved in the network layer. Also the knowledge of the social
network that an anonymous user belongs to, could affect the offered anonymity.

systems rather than socially transparent systems, because there is a vital tension
between privacy and visibility [3]. We need to keep certain types of one’s behavior
public and inhibit the publication of others.

In particular, we can translate the above problem in the pervasive setting of our
case as follows: Is it possible to offer anonymity to the user, who submits sensing
data from the physical environment, while at the same time we maintain properties
connected with his online identity, like reputation or accountability? In the following
sections, we first look at the problem of protecting user anonymity at the network
level and then we discuss two important problems at the data level: revoking access
credentials of anonymous misbehaving users and providing an anonymous reputa-
tion system. So, in a way, while at the previous section we were looking to bring the
users from the physical environment closer to the online communities, now we seek
ways to maintain these benefits, but also separate their physical identity from their
online identity.

Network Level Anonymity

Let us assume that any identifying information has been removed from the data, so it
includes only the sensing information, the GPS value and the time of measurement.
This is not enough to provide anonymity to the user, if we do not first of all protect
identifying information at the network level. Network identifiers can be used, either
to reveal the identity of the user directly or link several reports back to the same user
and therefore build a location profile of that user.

Figure 1 depicts the communication paths between the two communication
ends in a generic urban sensing architecture: the mobile users and the application
provider. There are (at least) two network access possibilities for the user: through a
data telecommunications service, like GSM or UMTS and through a (possibly open)
WLAN access point.
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Providing anonymity at the first hop of communication, i.e. between the user and
the mobile operator or the Wi-Fi hotspot, is a problem that falls outside the scope
of this paper. Here we consider attackers who are able to observe the traffic over the
Internet, between the access point and the service provider. At this level the goal is
to provide communication anonymity, which means hiding the network identifiers
in the network layer (i.e., IP addresses).

Since mixes were proposed in 1981 [11] as a solution for achieving anonymous
communication, multiple other protocols appeared in the literature in order to pro-
vide anonymity over the Internet. In particular, low-latency anonymous overlay net-
works seek to provide, from the user’s point of view, a reasonable trade-off between
anonymity and performance. Some of the most prominent low-latency approaches
include Crowds, Tor, Jap, and Onion Routing. Still, only a few of these anonymiz-
ing networks have been tested for the mobile Internet scenario and it is an area that
only lately attracted research interest [12]. Even though it is not hard to adapt pro-
tocols like Tor to conform to the mobile internet constraints, other more lightweight
solutions remain to be investigated [13].

In our scenario, the interconnection of users through social networks creates a
different setting for the evaluation of the performance by anonymous communi-
cation networks. Here, an attacker, besides her observations at the communication
layer, has also knowledge from the application layer, i.e., the identities of the users
that participate in the system and how they are related, through their profiles in the
social network. Users organize themselves into a community with a common goal,
and these users are expected to send measurements for the corresponding campaign.
There is an a priori knowledge of user profiles and associations that can be com-
bined with data gathered by traffic analysis of the mix-based network.

Diaz et al. studied the problem of measuring anonymity based on profile infor-
mation [14] and social networks [15] and showed that user profile information does
not necessarily lead to a reduction of the attacker’s uncertainty. The assumptions in
this work include a 1-to-1 communication paradigm, where individuals communi-
cate with each other directly, as well as a global passive adversary model, where the
attacker can observe all the inputs and outputs of the anonymous communication
network. Generalizing the first and relaxing the second assumption certainly creates
an interesting but also challenging problem.

Revocation of misbehaving users

For most urban sensing applications it is essential to enforce access control in order
to prevent service abuse and to protect against malicious attacks. Access to ser-
vices for users offering the data should be granted only based on pre-established
trust between users and the service provider. Given that we also want to preserve
anonymity, this leads to a chicken-and-egg conundrum. On one hand, a user has to
be authenticated before accessing a service; on the other hand the users ID can serve
as a unique identifier that can be used to track the users whereabouts and actions.

In response to this problem, a lot of research work has focused on anonymous
user authentication that targets user privacy while maintaining access security. The
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basic idea has been to verify the users right to access a service, while at the same
time the users identifying information remains secured. This immediately creates an
important requirement: the support of user revocation. The anonymous access to a
service offers users a high degree of privacy and along with it the license to misbe-
have without the fear of punishment. Therefore we want to be able to deanonymize
misbehaving users and limit their access to the system.

An approach for enhancing anonymous authentication is to use group signa-
tures [16], where a vast amount of research is being carried out worldwide. These
technologies can be used to verify whether or not a user is allowed access, without
actually identifying the user. This is achieved by allowing a member of a group to
sign a message on behalf of the group, without revealing which member produced
the signature. Group signature systems can support revocation, where group mem-
bership can be selectively disabled without affecting unrevoked members.

In order to apply group signatures for mobile phones and users belonging to
highly dynamic communities, we need to address a number of problems that come
with this solution. For example, in online communities members continuously come
and go and a solution to change and re-distribute fresh certificates to all members
each time is not a viable solution. This problem has been addressed by anonymous
credential systems that support dynamic membership revocation [17].

Existing group signature solutions are based on a trusted third party (TTP), which
has the ability to revoke a user’s privacy at any time. This becomes problematic,
since users can never be assured that their privacy will be maintained by that TTP.
To eliminate the reliance on TTPs, certain “threshold-based” approaches such as
e-cash [18] and k-Times Anonymous Authentication (k-TAA) [19] have been pro-
posed. In these schemes, no one, not even an authority, can identify a user who has
not exceeded the allowed number of k authentications or spent an e-coin twice.

However misbehavior in urban sensing applications is not defined as overusing
a service. In our case, we are interested in revoking users who upload data, which
after a specific process are judged as “inappropriate”. When they have been judged
to have repeatedly misbehaved at least d times, they should be revoked by the sys-
tem. This problem has been addressed recently by Tsang et al. [20], who proposed a
d-strikes-out revocation scheme for blacklisting misbehaving users, without relying
on a TTP. Unfortunately the computational and communication overhead of the pro-
tocol is not attractive for power-limited devices such as mobile phones, especially
as the size of the blacklist grows.

Reputation

As we discussed in Section2, offering reputation points to people submitting data,
can form a sort of recognition to their efforts. A direct process of acquiring reputa-
tion points for a given public profile would clearly compromise the privacy of the
submitter, as it would link the location information inside the report with his on-
line identity. Therefore, we need to disassociate the process of acquiring reputation
points from updating the reputation value on someone’s profile. One solution could
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be to use an e-cash system, where each user obtains e-coins from the bank for each
report submission, each one corresponding to a reputation point.

With some e-cash schemes a pseudonym, which is not traceable to one’s identity,
is obtained by the user during the account establishment protocol. This pseudonym
is visible with all coins withdrawn from the bank. Coins are thus anonymous, but
linkable, which means that the bank can also link the reports and build a loca-
tion profile for the user submitting them. Therefore, pseudonyms must frequently
change, in order to decouple identity from location-time information.

This directly contradicts with the notion of reputation. In its most general form,
reputation is memory about past performance and it is bound to each pseudonym.
Consequently, changing pseudonyms results in loss of the accumulated reputation.
On the other hand, not changing pseudonyms compromises the anonymity and un-
linkability of the user. A solution would be a scheme that allows users to change
pseudonyms as many times as needed and at the same time transfer the gained rep-
utation to the new one. The challenge here is that the transfer of the reputation from
one pseudonym to the other should happen in such a way that it does not link the
two pseudonyms together [21]. Finally, something that calls for further discussion is
how to make such a solution work with more permanent profiles in social networks.

4 Conclusion

Utilization of social networks could provide many benefits in urban sensing. So-
cial networking mechanisms can help us recruit more citizens in campaigns and
boost their active participation not only in the data collection process, but also in
the evaluation and utilization of the data. In particular, one’s reputation in the com-
munity could become an incentive for people to contribute data. At the same time,
it is also important to preserve the anonymity of the users submitting data from the
environment. This requires solutions both at the network and the data layer. The
desired visibility in the social networks makes our efforts for such privacy solutions
more challenging. User profile information could help attackers observing network
traffic reduce their uncertainty. Anonymity also makes it harder to revoke misbehav-
ing users or compute their accumulated reputation points. Some solutions on these
problems have been proposed, but the pervasive nature of urban sensing and the
persistent nature of social profiles create a new setting and call for further research.
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